In Situ Imprinting of Topographic Landscapes at the Cell-Substrate Interface.
In their native environments, adherent cells encounter dynamic topographical cues involved in promoting differentiation, orientation, and migration. Ideally, such processes would be amenable to study in cell culture using tools capable of imposing dynamic, arbitrary, and reversible topographic features without perturbing environmental conditions or causing chemical and/or structural disruptions to the substrate surface. To address this need, we report here development of an in vitro strategy for challenging cells with dynamic topographical experiences in which protein-based hydrogel substrate surfaces are modified in real time by positioning a pulsed, near-infrared laser focus within the hydrogel, promoting chemical cross-linking which results in local contraction of the protein matrix. Scanning the laser focus through arbitrary patterns directed by a dynamic reflective mask creates an internal contraction pattern that is projected onto the hydrogel surface as features such as rings, pegs, and grooves. By subjecting substrates to a sequence of scan patterns, we show that topographic features can be created, then eliminated or even reversed. Because laser-induced shrinkage can be confined to 3D voxels isolated from the cell-substrate interface, hydrogel modifications are made without damaging cells or disrupting the chemical or structural integrity of the surface.